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Light and darkness are the keys to cap-
ture a single moment into an eternal 
photograph that will tell the future 

what the past was about. In the simplest 
sense, photography can be explained as the 
process of creating an image by capturing the 
differences between light and shadows onto 
a light-sensitive surface. From the earliest 
photograph ever taken (1826) to the thou-
sands created just a few milliseconds ago, 
the technology and light-capturing methods 
have evolved substantially. We cannot deny 
that digital photography has exponentially 
increased the accessibility of creating ima-
ges, and enabled many more people to get 
involved with this art, but I would like to 
focus on black and white analog photograp-
hy in this piece. There, light, darkness and 
chemistry all interact, giving you control of 
the whole process; allowing you to transcribe 
your experiences onto paper and to return to 
that moment any time you wish.

To start with, you’ll need an analog ca-
mera and some B&W film, and then you 
just shoot whatever feels interesting around 
you. Since B&W photography renders color 
negligible, try to focus on scenes with strong 
contrasts between light areas and dark are-
as, areas with special patterns or areas with 
texture. Try to see the world without color 
and shoot! This might seem tricky but you 

only need a bit of practice. To explain what 
is happening inside the camera when you are 
taking the photo: you are letting light inside 
and projecting what you see onto the film. 
B&W film is coated with a light sensitive 
material (silver) and when light touches it, 
its chemical state changes. At this moment 
there is an invisible image on your film, 
ready to be developed.

The developing process allows all parts of 
the film touched by light to become perma-
nent black bits, whereas the areas that light 
never reached are washed away and appear 
transparent. This is what is called a nega-
tive, where what in reality was full of light is 
now black, and vice versa. From this point 
you can make prints of your pictures. This 
uses the same principles explained for taking 
the image into the film. To make a print, a 
light-sensitive paper is used, and with the 
help of a machine called enlarger, you project 
light through the negative. Here, light will go 

through transparent parts of the negative ea-
sier than through darker parts and, like be-
fore, it will change the chemical state of the 
particles in the paper. With this, you go from 
having a small negative image of the pictu-
re that you took to having a bigger positive 
image, recreating what you saw in front of 
your eyes. This type of photography allows 
you to explore and manipulate the dichoto-
my of light and darkness. The process invol-
ves reversing the roles of light and shadow 
to create permanent hard-copy transcrip-
tions of impermanent scenes around you, 
and presents an interesting dialogue of how 
man-made technology interacts with the na-
tural state of things. The best part of this is 
that you can learn and perfect this technique 
in the Kalmar Nation’s photography group! 
Joining gives you access to our darkroom, 
fully equipped with the chemicals and exper-
tise needed to show you the way from sight 
to paper. ‘
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The first ever photograph was, as Eva writes, taken in 
1826. The photographer was Nicéphore Niépce (born Jo-
seph Niépce, but he changed his name at college), a re-
tired scientist. He desperately wished to be able to paint, 
but his hand was far too shaky. He was, however, a rather 
successful inventor, who, along with his brother Claude, 
had designed some of the first combustion engines. The 
first camera, or as he called it, the heliograph (meaning 
‘sun drawer’), was a product of this desire to make pic-
tures: the very first photograph, shown above, showed 
the view from his study. 

History wasn’t kind to Nicéphore. His brother 
Claude moved to England in an attempt to sell experi-
mental combustion engines, but failed miserably and 
eventually developed serious mental problems, squan-
dering most of the family fortune in fits of manic de-
lirium. Nicéphore himself was already in a frail physical 
state when he constructed the heliograph, and when his 
assistant Daguérre eventually managed to turn photog-
raphy into a financially viable business, Nicéphore was 
already dead and forgotten.
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